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Review of Lucy & Sam of Hitchin

Review No. 99581 - Published 26 Aug 2010

Details of Visit:

Author: fireplaceman
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 26 Aug 2010 12.00
Duration of Visit: 30 mins
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Ashley's
Phone: 01462626348
Phone: 07837111318
Notes: Formerly in Baldock

The Premises:

Nice flat, easy to find, good directions, clean. There was a waste basket that hadn't been emptied
after previous clients. Nowhere to put your clothes other than the floor. Otherwise very nice.

The Lady:

Two very different ladies. Both young and slim. Lucy very petite with small pert boobs. Pretty blonde
and shaved. Sam taller with larger boobs but not too big. Both have delicious bums

The Story:

Sam met me at the door and took me straight to the room. I was greeted with a smile and a nice
kiss. We did the business bit and discussed what I wanted. This is the first time I have had a two girl
experience so I decided to leave it up to them and play it by ear. Lucy joined and they started
undressing me slowly and sensuously. Lots of kissing too. Got the old man going with some expert
OWO. then on to some serious work on the bed - OWO, girl on girl, RO, 69. Then on with the cover
and into some cowgirl with Lucy while I did some more RO on Sam's sweet pussy. Wow, Lucy must
have the tightest pussy ever. She then swapped with Sam (new condom) who was not as tight but
moved around on my dick like a true expert while Lucy sat on my face again. I was offered a
change in position, but was enjoying being pampered so stayed happily in the same position. Then
back to two girl OWO until I came in Sam's mouth. I am a very happy punter. I will be back to see
both of them, probably one at a time.
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